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I. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

The Modulated Wideband Convertor (MWC) is one of the
architectures for sub-Nyquist sampling of wideband analog
signals containing few narrowband transmissions [1], [2].In
the MWC, the received signals(t) is first multiplied in M
parallel channels with a different random periodic waveform,
then low-pass filtered, and finally critically sampled. Fromthe
digital data it is possible to reconstructs(t) by exploiting the
sparsity of the signal in frequency domain via the framework
of compressed sensing.

The behavior of the MWC can be better understood in
frequency domain. LetW andB denote the bandwidths of the
input signals(t) and of the low-pass filter, respectively. The
spectrum of the wideband sparse input signalS(ω) can then
be divided inK = W/B subbands, denoted bySi(ω), where
k = 1, 2, . . .K. The outputym(t) of the m-th channel is a
signal with bandwidthB whose spectrumYm(ω) is obtained
by a weighted sum of the subbandsSi(ω) as follows

Ym(ω) =
∑

k∈Km

γm,k · Sk(ω), (1)

where the index setKm defines theK̃ ≤ K subbands which
are to be included in the sum. The weightsγm,k are determined
from the mixing sequences chosen in time domain. When
choosing these sequences randomly as proposed in [1], [2],
we have thatK̃ = K asE [γm,k] = 1/

√
K. As a consequence,

all subbands contribute to the sum in (1) although only a very
few will contain useful signal (due to the sparsity ofS(ω)).

II. CONTRIBUTION

In this paper we propose to design the mixing sequences,
i.e., the weightsγm,k such that K̃ < K subbands are
considered in the sum in (1). Compared to the traditional
approach, i.e.,K̃ = K, this leads to an improvement of the
SNR at them-th branch when the narrowband signals fall
within Km, as fewer subbands containing only measurement
noise are added in (1). On the contrary, whenKm does not
include the subbands with useful signal, the SNR will degrade.
Notwithstanding, on average, taking fewer subabands in (1)
leads to an improvement of the SNR. This can be seen from the
Figure 1 representing average SNR of one branch for varying
K̃. The plot is obtained from a Monte-Carlo simulation where
s(t) consists of a single narrowband emission of bandwidthB
at randomly chosen center frequency and randomK̃ weights
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Fig. 1. Average SNR for one branch for a varying numberK̃ of subbands
included in the sum in (1) and the corresponding average mutual coherence
of the equivalent measurement kernel.

γm,k. The SNR within the bandB of the desired signal
was 20 dB. Unfortunately, taking lower̃K does not bring
only benefits. In fact, as Figure 1 shows, the average mutual
coherence of the equivalent measurement kernel increases for
lower K̃, implying that while the SNR increases for each
branch, we need to take more measurements, i.e., higher
number of branchesM , to be able to apply the reconstruction
successfully.

In the full paper we investigate the tradeoff between taking
lower K̃ to increase the average SNR at the cost of making the
measurement less efficient. For a given number of branches
M and sparsity of the problem there exists an optimalK̃
which maximizes the SNR while still allowing for perfect
reconstruction.
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